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Functional training and timed nutrition intervention in
infectious medical patients
M Holst1, LN Søndergaard2, MD Bendtsen3 and J Andreasen4

BACKGROUND/OBJECTIVES: Bed rest and decreased nutrition intake in hospitalized patients have been shown to impair the
clinical course negatively, including reduced function after hospital stay. Recent reviews have shown that early physical
rehabilitation for acute hospitalized old adults leads to functional benefits. The aim of our study was to assess whether it was
possible to influence nutrition intake, loss of muscle function and quality of life, with an evidence-based intervention in acutely ill
hospitalized infectious medical patients.
SUBJECTS/METHODS: For potentially frail patients, functional training three times weekly, and an individually adjusted self-training
program for use 1–2 times daily, was given by a physiotherapist. Oral nutritional supplement with 5–10 g whey protein was timed
straight after training 2 times daily, and dietetic advice was provided. A historical control group was used to compare nutrition
intake. Functional measures and health-related quality of life (HRQoL) were done on admission and discharge.
RESULTS: The study included 59 patients in the intervention group. Historic control included 145. Energy and protein intake
increased by 3053 kJ (Po0.001) and 28 g of protein (Po0.001), compared with historic controls. Functional parameters (De
Mortons Mobility Index (DEMMI), Timed Up and Go and the 30-s chair test) and HRQoL improved significantly for the overall group,
most remarkably in patients 470 years of age, from hospitalization to discharge.
CONCLUSION: The intervention with dietician and timed oral supplement to functional training by physiotherapist in hospitalized
infectious medical patients improved function as well as nutrition intake and HRQoL.
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INTRODUCTION
Both nutritional risk and bed rest in hospitalized patients have
been profoundly shown to impair clinical outcome negatively.
Functional decline in patients during hospitalization is associated
with potential long-lasting undesirable outcomes and complica-
tions including nosocomial infections, falls and pressure ulcers.
Medical patients are particularly at risk of developing complica-
tions during and after hospitalization, due to physical inactivity
and prolonged immobilization.1–5 Functional decline has been
strongly related to patients' age and preadmission activities of
daily living status.4,6–8 This is furthermore important for the high
number of readmissions in this patient group.4,6 Patients with
longer hospital stays have been shown to be more physically
inactive during hospital stay, compared with patients with shorter
lengths of stay.7 Although bed rest and consequent inactivity
associated with illness and hospitalization have significant
implications for medical patients, both in hospital and after
discharge and rehabilitation, recent reviews showed that early
physical rehabilitation care for acute hospitalized old adults leads
to functional benefits.3,9 In general, physical activity, mobilization
and resistance training seem most frequently investigated in frail
old patients. Thus, many studies focus primarily on frailty related
to age, rather than on frailty related to acute disease.4,6–8,10–19

Studies have overall shown that age and preexisting conditions
including physical and cognitive function, comorbidity and body
composition characterize older patients at high risk of functional
decline during and after hospitalization. Studies related to

metabolic activity and bed rest related to medical disease in any
age group seem to have a lower priority.1,3 Former studies have
shown that impaired nutrition intake below 50–75% of require-
ments in hospitalized patients has a negative impact on clinical
outcome.20,21 Despite initiatives to fight nutritional risk in
hospitals, the big breakthrough remains to be seen, especially
regarding protein intake, as well as with regard to nutrition
process indicators, such as nutritional screening and estimation of
nutritional requirements.20,22–26

Although physical activity is known to gain appetite in healthy
individuals, especially protein intake within a short time frame
after exercise and specifically after resistance training has been
shown to be beneficial in increasing muscle mass in adverse
groups.3,13,16,26,27 In hospitals, the ambulation and training of
medical patients, however, seem to have an even lower priority in
practice than patient nutrition intake.7,28,29 Many barriers seem to
be present regarding training and ambulation, as well as to
providing nutrition for patients, even though nurses are present,
and may be the relevant partner, closest to the patient.28,30,31 The
aim of our study was to assess whether it was possible to improve
muscle function in acutely ill patients by an active approach based
on evidence-based nutritional support and early physiotherapy, in
an intervention closely integrated in the daily activities of the
ward. The secondary aims were to improve health-related quality
of life (HRQoL) measured by EQ5D-3L and EQ visual analog scale
(VAS) and to improve process indicators for clinical nutrition.
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SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Study design
A prospective intervention study including physiotherapy and dietetic
intervention was performed for a 10-month period from September 2013
to May 2014. For the nutrition intervention analysis, a retrospective control
group of patient records in patients discharged from the same department
for the past 3 months before intervention was included. Unfortunately, no
retrospective data were given for physical activity, as physical activity in
patients had a low priority in the ward before the intervention, and
physiotherapy was formerly only given at specific prescription.

Description of the setting
The setting was a medical specialty ward for Infectious Diseases at Aalborg
University Hospital in Denmark. This department cares for life-threatening
bacterial infections, serious and rare infections, immunodeficiency
diseases, HIV/AIDS and tropical diseases, among others. The ward also
receives patients with specific infectious diseases requiring isolation.
Furthermore, the ward takes a fraction of internal medical patients. The
bed ward where the study took place includes 21 beds and 2
isolation rooms.

Participants
Inclusion criteria were in-patients who were expected to be hospitalized
for a minimum of 2 days, no severe cognitive deficits, capable to
collaborate and to speak and understand Danish. Exclusion criteria were
contraindication assessed by the medical staff, thus, critical metabolic
conditions or other severe illnesses, where the medical staff assessed that a
strict resistance training program would stress disease. Furthermore,
patients with terminal stage illness and patients who were routinely
referred to physiotherapy and occupational therapy were excluded. The
retrospective control group included all patients discharged from the
department during the past 3 months up to the start of intervention. These
patients were treated with general nutritional practice due to national
recommendations. Thus, when patients are found to be at risk by
NRS-2002, a nutritional plan and monitoring should be made. The
nutritional plan mostly includes nutritional supplements. No advice or
intervention was given regarding nutrition to exercise in hospital.

Interventions
The intervention was a comprehensive program for patients with
functional impairment, initiated on the day of admission. It consisted of
minimum three individual training sessions per week, each of 45 min,
provided by an experienced physiotherapist. Individualized advice and
goal setting, training program and training equipment including a
pedometer were provided. The focus was on muscle strengthening
exercises starting with around the assumed 50–60% rising to 70–80% of
the assumed one Repetition Maximum during the sessions.32 The patients
were emphasized to self-training all other days and to use the exercise
bikes and other aerobic activities.33,34 The primary focuses of training were
the large muscle groups. Two exercise bikes were installed at the ward, and
pamphlets and other nudging interventions toward physical activity and
improved dietary intake were provided as well.
Dietary advice was initiated at the day of inclusion, especially advice in

relation to training and illness. The dietician had a dialog with each patient
about barriers for adequate nutritional intake. Five to ten grams of whey
protein support, providing around 100 kcal/420 kJ, was offered within
30 min after the daily training with physiotherapist to optimize the effect
of training. Furthermore, the patients were offered the same amount of
whey protein support supplement in the evening, preferably right after
self-training, and on ‘non physiotherapist’ days, that is, weekends. The
supplement chosen was offered with regard to individual patient
preferences, in order to assure the likelihood of patients to comply with
the intervention. Thus, supplementation could be provided as milk or
juice-based oral nutritional supplements, milk and cocoa or fruit juice with
5 g of protein powder added. Food intake was monitored for 1–2 days. This
routine has proven very difficult to implement in clinical practice.20,22 The
clinical dietician gave advice to all included patients and reported this to
the staff as well on a daily basis. The patients were furthermore provided
an individualized diet plan if they scored more than three points by
nutrition screening with NRS-2002, as it is the practice in the hospital.35

Recommendations for protein intake were set to 1.3 g/kg/day and energy
recommendations 25 kcal/kg/day.

Inclusion
Every morning on weekdays the project physiotherapist screened the
patient list at the ward, to identify newly admitted patients eligible for
inclusion. Patients admitted at weekends were included in the list at the
first coming weekday. Patients were hereafter discussed with the medical
and nursing staff, before contacting the patient. Eligible patients were then
informed about the study by the project physiotherapist and invited to
participate. Immediately after consent, the clinical dietician and the staff
were informed about the inclusion. The physiotherapist had her daily time
on the site during weekdays and made sure that the nursing and physician
staffs were continuously informed, to promote coherence.
Data from the historic control group were extracted from the electronic

patient medical records.

Outcome measures
For physical condition, the primary outcome was the number of repetitions
in a Sit-To-Stand 30-s test on inclusion vs discharge. The results were
analyzed overall and into two groups of below and above 70 years of age.
For nutrition, the primary outcomes were energy and protein intake

during intervention, compared with the historic cohort.
For physical condition, secondary outcome measures were sought at

inclusion and discharge. Nutrition process indicators were compared with
a historic cohort of patients discharged from the ward 3 months
retrospectively from the data of intervention start.

Dietary intake monitoring method
Food intake registration was carried out by the unit nursing staff, on the
diet record paper sheet, which was implemented 10 years ago, for use in
daily practice. The method was furthermore used for nutrition intervention
studies, including the present unit.20,22 It has been adjusted for new food
items on a regular basis. In the food registration system, food items and
drinks were pre-measured for energy (calories and kilojoules) and protein
(grams) and registered in a computer program. Registrations were divided
into registration of three main meals, three in-between meals, other meals
and drinks. Calculations for the main servings, drinks and supplements
were registered by the patients or nursing staff on the paper registration
schedule that was placed on the bed side table. Each food item and drink
was written down on the schedule when served to, or taken by the patient.
Food was registered in pieces or approximate quartile portion sizes as pre-
given on the schedule, and drinks were registered in approximate
milliliters, as also noted in glass and cup size on the schedule. When the
patient’s tray or dish was taken out, it was noted how much of the portion
was taken, measured by what was left of the served portion. During the
night shift, the nursing staff replaced the schedules and calculated the
intake in the computer program. Results were registered on the schedule
and in the patient files.

Physical condition methods and HRQoL
To measure physical condition, the patients performed the 30-s chair test,
Timed Up and Go, the De Mortons Mobility Index (DEMMI) and Grip
Strength, all validated and reliable measures for this population of older
hospitalized patients. These measures were obtained at baseline and at
discharge. DEMMI is a 15-item instrument validated to measure status and
changes in mobility of older acutely hospitalized medical patients. The
patients get a DEMMI score between 0 and 100, 100 being the highest
mobility score.32,36–40 Hand grip strength was measured using hand grip
dynamometry, a measure that is correlated with nutritional status,
mortality and disability using a SAEHAN Hand Dynamometer (North Coast
Medical Hydraulic Hand Dynamometer, Canada).41,42 HRQoL was measured
at baseline by EQ5D-3L.43,44 EQ5D-3L descriptive system comprises the
following five dimensions: mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/
discomfort and anxiety/depression.

Statistics
Descriptive statistics included number and percentage of patients for
categorical variables and mean and standard deviation for continuous
variables.
To evaluate the dietary intervention, the intervention group was

compared with the historic control group. Differences in categorical
variables between the two groups were evaluated by Fisher’s exact test,
and differences in continuous variables were evaluated by the unpaired
t-test. To evaluate the exercise intervention, the test results before the
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intervention were compared with the test results after the intervention
both for the whole group and for the two subgroups—above and below
age 70. Differences in the test results before and after the intervention
were evaluated by the paired t-test. The normality assumption for the
paired t-test was assessed by Q-Q plots, and, when the Gaussian
distribution of a variable could be questioned, the Wilcoxon signed rank
test was applied. It was decided to only report the results of the paired
t-tests, as the Wilcoxon signed rank test did not alter the conclusions of the
t-tests.
The answers to the five EQ5D questions have been converted into a

single score of quality of life according to Danish standards.45,46

Throughout 95% confidence intervals (CI) were reported and P-values
less than 0.05 were considered as statistically significant. Statistical
analyses were performed with Stata Version 13 (Stata Corporation, College
Station, TX, USA).

Diagnoses
The patient diseases were stratified into diagnoses inspired by the MRDx
(most responsible diagnosis).47

Ethical considerations
Before inclusion, the patients were given written and oral information
about the study. The participants were informed that they could withdraw
from participation at any time during the study. The study was conducted
according to the rules of the Helsinki Declaration of 2002. The study was
put forward to the local ethic committee of Region North Denmark. The
study was approved by The Danish Data Protection Agency (number 2008-
58-0028).

RESULTS
Demographic information
The intervention study included 59 patients, 28 female and 31
male. Mean age was 66.2 (s.d. 15.7). Only 14 of the patients were
below 60 years of age. Body mass index was 25.6 (s.d. 5.4). The
included participants were hospitalized for an average of 8.7 days
(s.d. 5.6).

The retrospective cohort included 145 patients. Compared with
the intervention group, these patients were younger, aged 57.4
years (s.d. 22.6) (Po0.007). All other demographic parameters
were not statistically different from the intervention group, even
though length of stay was only 7.4 days (Po0.92). The most
common causes for hospitalization were ‘Injury, poisoning and
other consequences of external causes’, which included tropical
infections, tuberculosis and HIV/AIDS. The groups were otherwise
comparable with regard to demographic information, as shown in
Table 1.

Nutritional parameters
The intervention study found a statistically significant improve-
ment in energy and protein intake, compared with the retro-
spective controls. In the overall group of patients, there was a
statistically significant improvement in the fulfilling of 75% of
energy and protein requirements. For the group of patients at
nutritional risk, the fulfillment of requirements by the cutoff value
of 75% improved remarkably, especially for protein; however, the
numbers were overall too low to make meaningful statistics for
this stratification. There was no significant increase for nutritional
process indicators, as screening and measuring requirements.
Table 2 shows the results for nutritional parameters.

Functional parameters
Overall, the 30-s chair stand test improved significantly in the
group between baseline and discharge with approximately three
more repetitions at discharge, and most importantly the number
of repetitions was above eight.48 Patients above 70 years of age
had an average difference of 2.4 (95% CI 1.4–3.4) more repetitions
at discharge. The Timed up and go did also improve in the group
overall. In the subgroup below 70, the mean difference was
decreased with 4.6 s, whereas the decrease in the subgroup above
70 was 2.7s (95% CI − 4.6 to − 0.9) , both statistically significant.
DEMMI scores improved statistically significantly for the overall
group, as for both below and above 70 years of age. The hand grip

Table 1. Demographic information of patients in intervention study and historic cohort

Intervention group, n Historic cohort for nutritional
parameters, n

P-value

Total number of participants (Female %) 59 (47) 145 (48)
Age, mean (s.d.) 66.2 (15.7) 57.4 (22.6) 0.007
Height in cm, mean (s.d.) 171.5 (8.7) 170.3 (9.7) 0.417
Weight in kg, mean (s.d.) 75.6 (17.9) 74.8 (24.6) 0.831
BMI, mean (s.d.) 25.6 (5.4) 25.7 (7.9) 0.939

BMI groups
o18.5 1 6 7
18.5–20.4 8 14 22
20.5–24.9 17 41 58
25.0–29.9 22 28 50
30.0–34.9 3 11 14
435 3 11 14
Missing data 5 34 39

Diagnoses (MRDx): N (%)
Certain infections and parasitic diseases (A00-B99) 3 (5) 25 (17)
Neoplasms (C00-D48) 3 (5) 8 (6)
Diseases in the respiratory system (J00-J99) 18 (31) 26(18)
Diseases in the circulatory system (l00-l99) 5 (8) 16 (11)
Injury, poisoning and other consequences of causes (tropical infections, TB,
HIV/AIDS) (S00-T98)

23 (39) 43 (30)

Others: Muscle pain, Immunodeficiency’s, Arthritis 7 (12) 27 (18)
LOS, mean (s.d.) 8.7 (5.6) 7.4 (5.8) 0.9169

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; LOS, length of stay; MRDx, most responsible diagnosis.
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strength maintained the same levels from admission to discharge
(Table 3).

HRQoL measured by EQ5D-3L
HRQoL by EQ5D increased statistically significantly for both index
and VAS scores, regardless of age groups after intervention on
nutrition and physical activity. The mean health state EQ5D index
score was 0.10 (s.d. 0.18) higher at discharge (Po0.001). Mean
VAS raised as well significantly (Po0.001).
The following dimensions mobility, self-care and usual activities

showed improvement at discharge in both age groups. Best
improvements were seen in the dimension of mobility, and for the
age group above 70 years there were remarkable improvements
in Self-care and Usual activity. Table 4 shows HRQOL by EQ5D-3L
at baseline and discharge, also illustrated in Figure 1.
No adverse effects were observed during the study period. Only

one patient was assessed by physicians as not eligible for
inclusion.

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to improve energy and protein intake and
improve function in patients admitted to a medical hospital ward
for infectious diseases, in a Danish University Hospital. The
intervention furthermore aimed at integration in the everyday
life of the ward, involving physicians and nurses in the decision-
making of the ability of patients to be included and hence

improving the spillover effect to benefit further strategies after the
project period.
The study method was an intervention study, including baseline

and follow-up measurements for functional parameters, and a
historical group for comparison of nutritional data. The historical
control group was chosen, as patients were most often not
hospitalized long enough to make it possible to see a difference in
nutrition intake before and after intervention. As functional
training was not formerly done, these parameters were not found
in the patient records. Thus, historic comparison for these data
was not possible. In practice, we prioritized functional training to
patients by giving more hours to functional training and
physiotherapy, than to dietician support, because there was
already awareness to patients’ nutritional status and intake, and
because the training program was found to be more time-
consuming if need to be efficient. Furthermore, patients were
monitored for nutrition intake for full days, and knowing the
difficulties in monitoring nutrition intake, consequently, we found
it safest with regard to data to include whole calendar days,
although most patients would actually monitor nutrition intake
from the time of dietetic guidance.20

The patients in our studied intervention group were hospita-
lized for an average of 8.7 days, which was statistically comparable
to the retrospective control group, who were hospitalized for
7.4 days. The abbreviated MRDx diagnosis system in this study
was chosen, as we found it difficult to find a diagnosis system that
did not have too many diagnosis codes and yet was able to
capture the tropical and other infectious diseases in this specialty.

Table 3. Comparison of functional parameters at discharge vs baseline

Test N Baseline Discharge Difference (95% CI) T-test

Mean s.d. Mean s.d. P-value

Sit-to-Stand 30 s 48 7.0 4.8 9.8 5.2 2.9 (2.0–3.7) o0.001
⩽ 70 years 28 7.6 4.8 10.8 5.0 3.2 (1.9-4.5) o0.001
470 years 20 6.1 4.9 8.5 5.4 2.4 (1.4–3.4) o0.001

Timed Up and Go 45 15.2 12.1 11.6 8.5 − 3.6 (−6.4 to − 0.8) 0.012
⩽ 70 years 26 12.9 11.8 8.6 3.0 − 4.2 (−9.0–0.5) 0.080
470 years 19 18.3 12.2 15.6 11.6 − 2.7 (−4.6 to − 0.9) 0.005

DEMMI 50 64.4 20.5 73.1 18.6 8.7 (5.3–12) o0.001
⩽ 70 years 29 70.5 20.3 79.2 17.2 8.7 (3.9–13.5) 0.001
470 years 21 56.0 18.1 64.5 17.4 8.6 (3.6–13.5) 0.002

Grip strength 49 27.7 12.7 27.7 13.0 0.1 (−1.4–1.7) 0.929
⩽ 70 years 28 31.4 12.4 30.8 13.4 − 0.6 (−3.2–2.0) 0.632
470 years 21 22.8 11.4 23.8 11.6 1.0 (−1.0–2.9) 0.304

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; DEMMI, De Mortons Mobility Index.

Table 2. Nutritional parameters before and after intervention

Intervention Retrospective controls Difference (95% CI)
intervention - control

P-value

Participants included, N 59 145 NA
Screening for nutritional risk by NRS-2002, N (%) 47 (80) 108 (74) 0.586
Nutritional risk by NRS-2002 screening, N (%) 14 (29) 33 (30.5) 0.337
Energy intake, kJ (± s.d.) 8470 (±2274) 5417 (±2476) 3053 (1657; 4449) o0.001
Protein intake, g (± s.d.) 72 (±20) 43 (±21) 28 (16; 41) o0.001
Energy requirements kJ, mean (± s.d.) 8498 (±1648) 8061 (±1478) 437 (−519; 1395) 0.364
Protein requirements, g (± s.d.) 93 (±18) 86 (±15) 7 (−4; 17) 0.197
Energy requirements fulfilled (% fulfillment) 103 (±32) 71 (±41) 32 (11; 53) 0.004
Protein requirements fulfilled (% fulfillment) 80 (±24) 53 (±31) 27 (11; 42) 0.001
Energy requirements 475% fulfilled, % (N) 84 (32) 44 (7) 0.006
Protein requirements 475% fulfilled, % (N) 63 (24) 13 (2) 0.001

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; NA, not applicable.
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We found the system easy to use and also very relevant for the
population.47

Compared with historical data, the intervention significantly
improved energy and protein intake. The individualized energy
and protein supplement recommended to both groups in relation
to training, and individual dietetic guidance for patients, thereby
proved to be efficient. Unfortunately, in the nutrition monitoring,
we did not separate energy and protein by nutritional supple-
ments from those from consumption of normal food. In hindsight,
this division would have been beneficial, as it might have given a
better idea of the relation between functional improvements and
timed nutritional supplementation.13,19,24

Functional parameters
In the present study, hospitalized patients suffering from acute
infectious disease had functional training, targeting muscle
strength and functional mobility. As most of the former evidence
has taken interest in patients at old age, we decided to
differentiate the results into ± 70 years of age, besides the total
group. The primary outcome ‘30 s chair stand test’ improved
significantly overall and in both age subgroups. The test has

formerly shown to be well correlated to muscle strength in
quadriceps and functional ability and a feasible way of measuring
these important aspects. In a large study, it was shown that the
threshold value for the Sit-to-Stand 30-s test in relation to loss of
functional mobility was 8 repetitions.49 The mean number of
repetitions for this study population was 9.8 at discharge from a
starting point of 7.0 at admission and therefore a very important
clinical relevant finding. We did not experience problems in the
patients rising from chair, as seen in the recent study by Bodilsen
et al.48

The timed-up-and-go test showed overall statistically significant
improvements, and this was also the case in both age subgroups;
however, none of the values decreased to the reference values for
the respective age groups.37 As this population was in-patients
admitted because of illness, this may not be a surprising finding,
and the improvements are highly relevant and show that the
interventions surely may have contributed strongly to the quite
large improvement.
The DEMMI score was validated in older acute medical patients

and is thus a reliable tool for estimating the outcome of physical
training in this group.38,50 In our study, we found a clear and
important positive improvement in DEMMI functional scores, and

Table 4. Health-related quality of life measured by EQ5D-3L and EQ VAS at baseline and discharge

Test Baseline Discharge Difference T-test

EQ5D-3L index score (0–1), mean (s.d.) 0.63 (±0.21) 0.73 (±0.15) 0.10 o0.001
EQ VAS (s.d.) 51.55 (±19.88) 62.06 (±19.55) 10.51 o0.001

EQ5D-3L profile Mobility Self-care Usual activities Pain/Discomfort Anxiety/Depression

Baseline Discharge Baseline Discharge Baseline Discharge Baseline Discharge Baseline Discharge

No problems, N (%) 12 (20) 25 (42) 34 (58) 37 (63) 7 (12) 15 (25) 11 (19) 11 (19) 44 (75) 40 (68)
Some problems, N (%) 42 (71) 25 (42) 19 (32) 13 (22) 34 (58) 33 (56) 37 (63) 37 (63) 10 (17) 9 (15)
Extreme problems, N (%) 1 (2) 0 (0) 2 (3) 0 (0) 14 (24) 2 (3) 7 (12) 2 (3) 1 (2) 1 (2)
Missing 4 (7) 9 (15) 4 (7) 9 (15) 4 (7) 9 (15) 4 (7) 9 (15) 4 (7) 9 (15)
Total, N 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59 59

Figure 1. The distribution of problems related to the five dimensions of HRQoL measured with the EQ5D-3L, before and after the intervention,
in two groups, below and above the age of 70.
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the improvement is close to the defined minimal clinical
important difference.39 The improvement in this study is in
contrasts to the lacking effect of exercise on functional outcome
found in the review by de Morton et al.50 However, the review
included only randomized controlled trials, whereas we chose a
practice similar to the intervention study, giving the possibility
more likely to implement strategies afterwards. Maybe even more
important, we offered nutritional supplementation in the sensitive
period just after training, as found in other studies, where it was
indicated that aerobic exercise increases the anabolic effect of
nutrient intake in older adults, by an exercise-induced improve-
ment in nutrient-stimulated vasodilatation and nutrient delivery to
muscle, formerly improving muscle strength.13,19

Hand grip strength and 30 s chair stand were recently tested in
acutely admitted older Danish medical patients.48 Functionally, a
wide range was shown in our participants. The heterogeneity was
even more pronounced at discharge. Only grip strength, which
was included as it has shown to be a significant predictor for
evaluation of loss of function, did not show improvements. In the
study by Munk et al.,25 the authors found that underpower may be
one of the reasons why they did not detect differences between
groups regarding hand grip strength and a 6-month nutrition
intervention. This might also influence our results; however, only
the 470-year olds show a trend to improvement. Meanwhile, the
focus of the training intervention was primarily the larger muscle
groups and a certain delay might be to grip strength. The nutrition
intervention only lasted for a period of days, and the effect to
hand grip strength has furthermore been questioned.25

Health-related quality of life
This study showed that HRQoL measured with the EQ5D-3L
improved for both age groups below and above 70 years after
intervention on nutrition and physical activity. Although EQ5D was
not validated in infectious medical patients, it has been greatly
supported in many other disease groups and is an amended tool
in background population studies in Denmark.46 The high
response rates achieved 93% at baseline and 85% at follow-up
suggest that the EQ5D instrument may be acceptable to this
clinical population. In our study, the mean EQ5D index score
raised from 0.63 to 0.73 during intervention. Compared with a
random sample from the general Danish population, which found
the mean EQ5D index score ranging 0.83 for 70–79 year olds, this
is relatively low, which could be expected in the hospitalized
patients suffering from acute disease.46 Furthermore, the mini-
mum clinically important difference for EQ5D mean is 0.074, which
indicates a clinically relevant difference of the chances of HRQoL
in this population after intervention.45

As this is a longitudinal study with no randomization and control
group confounders similar to medical illness, other interventions at
the ward, for example, might have influenced the improvements
seen. Therefore, the results of the study should be interpreted with
caution, especially in relation to external validity. Future studies with
a randomized controlled design would confirm results and may give
a more detailed explanation on causal factors. However, the results
of the study underline that an active strategic approach targeting
food intake and physical activity in admitted medical patients lead
to clinically important improvements.

CONCLUSIONS
An intervention with nutritional support including 5–10 g of whey
protein support right after functional training two times daily,
dietetic advise and early functional training by physiotherapist in
infectious medical patients positively influenced intake of energy
and protein, and function measured by the 30-s chair stand test,
Timed Up and Go and DEMMI scores. HRQoL improved for all
parameters, within the days of training. Caution must of course be

taken to interpret these results as being exclusively due to training
accompanied by nutrition supplementation, as other factors,
including medical therapy, exert considerable influence.
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